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QUESTION 1

The Orders form has the following triggers defined: 

1. 

Post-Text-Item on Customer_Id 

2. 

Pre-Text-Item on Sales_Rep_Id 

3. 

When-New-Item-instance on Sales_Rep_Id 

The form\\'s Validation Unit property is set to Record. 

When the user navigates from Customer_Id to Sales_Rep_Id, which triggers fire and what is the sequence? 

A. 1, 2, and 3 

B. 1, 3, and 2 

C. 1 and 2 only 

D. 2 and 3 only 

E. 3 only 

Correct Answer: A 

All three triggers fire when you navigate 

 

QUESTION 2

A user at a remote location reports a problem that occurs when the Orders; form runs and the user clicks the invoice
button. You are not able to reproduce the problem, so you decide to use remote debugging. 

The steps involved in diagnosing the problem are listed below, but they are ordered incorrectly. What is the correct
sequence of Steps? 

1. 

You set a breakpoint in the When Button-Pressed trigger for the invoice button. 

2. 

The user\\'s screen goes blank. 

3. 

The user reports the host and port to you. 
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4. 

You uses the debugger to step through the code. 

5. 

The user clicks a button that calls DEBUG.ATTACH. 

6. 

You attach to the user\\'s process. 

7. 

You open the Orders.fmb file from which the running .fmx was generated. 

8. 

The user clicks the invoice button. 

A. 5, 3, 6, 7, 1, 8, 2, 4 

B. 8, 3, 6, 5, 4, 7, 1, 2 

C. 7, 1, 3, 6, 5, 1, 8, 4 

D. 3, 6, 5, 7, 8, 1, 2, 4 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The Orders form has three blocks: Orders, Orders_Items, and inventories. It also has a button labeled Next 

Block with a When-Pressed trigger. 

IF :SYSTEM.cursor_block = \\'orders\\' THEN 

GO_BLOCK(\\'order_items\\'); 

ELSIF :SYSTEM.cursor_block = \\'order_items\\' THEN 

GO_BLOCK(\\'inventories\\'); 

ELSIF :SYSTEM.cursor_block = \\'inventories\\' THEN 

GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\'); 

END IF; 

The button is not functioning correctly; it does not cause navigation to occur. What must you do to fix the 

issue? 
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A. Change all occurrences of :SYSTEM.cursor_block to :SYSTEM.trigger_block. 

B. Use system variables in the GO_BLOCK statements. 

C. Change the block names to uppercase in the GO_BLOCK statements. 

D. Change the block names to uppercase in the condition (IF ...THEN) statements. 

E. instead of naming the block to navigate to, replace the GO_BLOCK built-in with NEXT_BLOCK 

F. Move the code to a PL/SQL program unit. 

Correct Answer: A 

SYSTEM.trigger_block: The block that the input focus was in when the trigger initially fired. 

Note: Uses for Trigger Focus Variables The variables for locating trigger focus are useful for navigating back to the
initial block, record,and item after the trigger code completes. For example, the trigger code may navigate to
otherblocks, records, or items to perform actions upon them, but after the trigger fires, you may wantthe cursor to be in
the same item instance that it was in originally. Because the navigation in thetrigger occurs behind the scenes, the user
will not even be aware of it. 

 

QUESTION 4

To troubleshoot a problem with a form, you have added a call to the MESSAGE () built-in at the beginning of the When-
Validate-Item trigger of the Customer_Id then in the Orders Block of the Orders form. The message simply states that
the trigger is firing. 

You run the form, make a change in Customer_Id, and then tab out of the item but the message does not appear. What
are two possible causes for this problem? 

A. The form is in Enter-Query mode. 

B. The item is using an LOV for validation. 

C. The validation unit of the form needs to be changed. 

D. The MESSAGE () built-in is not allowed in validation triggers. 

E. There is a syntax error in the call to the MESSAGE() built-in. 

F. Validation for the Customer_Id item failed. 

Correct Answer: AB 

A: WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM does not fire in ENTER-QUERY mode. 

B: LOVs in ENTER-QUERY Mode 

LOVs in ENTER-QUERY mode should be used sparingly, as Query Find is the preferred method for a user to locate
records. 

You should only code them where they dramatically improve the usability of ENTER-QUERY mode, and you expect this
mode to be used regularly despite Query Find. 
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An LOV in ENTER-QUERY mode should display all values that the user can query, not just currently valid values. 

EXAMPLE: An LOV for vendors in a purchase order form in enter-query mode shows all vendors that could ever be
placed on a PO, not just the set of vendors that currently are allowed to be placed on a PO. 

Do not reuse the entry LOV in ENTER_QUERY mode unless it provides the correct set of data for both modes. 

Important: WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM does not fire in ENTER-QUERY mode. Therefore, you cannot depend on the
WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM trigger to clear hidden fields when selecting from an ENTER-QUERY LOV. 

Note: Validation occurs when you press enter, when you navigate away from the item, or when you save your block to
the database. 

Note 2: When-Validate-Item trigger Description Fires during the Validate the Item process. Specifically, it fires as the last
part of item validation foritems with the New or Changed validation status. Definition Level form, block, or item Legal
Commands SELECT statements, unrestricted built-ins Enter Query Mode no Usage Notes 

* 

Use a When-Validate-Item trigger to supplement Form Builder default item validation processing. 

* 

It is possible to write a When-Validate-Item trigger that changes the value of an item that FormBuilder is validating. If
validation succeeds, Form Builder marks the changed item as Valid anddoes not re-validate it. While this behavior is
necessary to avoid validation loops, it does make itpossible for your application to commit an invalid value to the
database. 

* 

The setting you choose for the Defer Required Enforcement property can affect the When- Validate-Item trigger. See
Defer_Required_Enforcement for details. On Failure If fired as part of validation initiated by navigation, navigation fails,
and the focus remains on theoriginal item. Fires In Validate the Item 

 

QUESTION 5

Iin an Order Entry form, the Order_Items block has a text item called Shipping Date, which is of the Date data type. The
Lowest Allowed Value and the Highest Allowed Value properties are not defined for this item. 

Assuming that the following are defined, which three are valid settings for the initial Value = property of the
Shipping_Date Item? 

A. $$DBDATE$$ 

B. :Orders.Order_Date + 3 

C. SYSDATE 

D. :GLOBAL.SHIP_DATE 

E. :PARAMETER.SHIP 

F. ORDER_ITEMS_SEQ 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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A: Use $$DATE$$, $$DATETIME$$, and $$TIME$$ to obtain the local system date/time; use $$DBDATE$$,
$$DBDATETIME$$, and $$DBTIME$$ to obtain the database date/time, which may differ from the local system
date/time when, for example, connecting to a remote database in a different time zone. ,, Use these variables only to set
the value of the Initial Value, Highest Allowed Value or Lowest Allowed Value property. 

Incorrect answers: 

B: This would work within a trigger. 
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